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Whether you prefer it cold out of the fridge or hot and crispy on a buttery biscuit, you will find
your new favorite fried chicken recipe in Fried & True, serving up more than 50 recipes for
America’s most decadently delicious food.Lee Schrager has left no stone unturned in his quest
to find America’s best fried chicken. From four-star restaurants to roadside fry shacks, you’ll
learn how to brine your bird, give it a buttermilk bath, batter or even double batter it, season
with loads of spices, and fry it up to golden perfection. Recipes to savor include:-Hattie B’s Hot
Chicken-Yotam Ottolenghi’s Seeded Chicken Schnitzel with Parsley-Caper Mayonnaise-Marcus
Samuelsson’s Coconut Fried Chicken with Collards and Gravy-Jacques-Imo’s Fried Chicken
and Smothered Cabbage-The Loveless Café’s Fried Chicken and Hash Brown Casserole-
Blackberry Farm’s Sweet Tea–Brined Fried Chicken-Charles Phan’s Hard Water Fried Chicken-
Thomas Keller’s Buttermilk Fried Chicken-Wylie Dufresne’s Popeyes-Style Chicken Tenders
and BiscuitsSink your teeth into Fried & True, the source of your next great fried chicken
masterpiece and a tribute to America’s most beloved culinary treasure.

Featured Recipes from Fried & True --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.About the AuthorLEE BRIAN SCHRAGER is the founder and director of the Food
Network & Cooking Channel South Beach and New York City Wine & Food Festivals. He is
also the vice president of corporate communications and national events at Southern Wine &
Spirits of America and the author of Fried and True and The Food Network South Beach Wine
& Food Festival Cookbook. A graduate of the Culinary Institute of America, Lee has appeared
on Today and Rachael Ray, and serves on the board of directors for the Food Bank of New
York City. He lives in Miami and New York City. ADEENA SUSSMAN is a cookbook writer and
recipe authority. In addition to this book she also collaborated with Lee Schrager on Fried and
True, and is the coauthor of many other cookbooks. Her work has also been published in Food
& Wine, The Wall Street Journal, Martha Stewart Living, Every Day with Rachael Ray, and on
Epicurious and Food Republic.EVAN SUNG is a prominent food, lifestyle, and travel
photographer based in Brooklyn. His work appears regularly in the New York Times and he has
worked on cookbooks with some of the top chefs from around the world. --This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Whoopi GoldbergWHO DOESN’T DIG FRIED CHICKEN? If you’re a vegan you probably don’t,
and in that case put this book down, ’coz you’re not going to be able to resist the desire for that
chicken. Fried chicken is a staple in many cultures. It’s comfort food, and it isn’t a black, Asian,
or white Southern thing—it’s a human thing. I LOVE my fried chicken. I mean I really, really,
really, really LOVE my fried chicken. Nothing makes me or my mouth happier. I remember my
mom taking the brown paper bag, adding the flour, putting in the chicken and shaking, shaking,
shaking. And when it hit the oil … that smell! I’m not much of a cook myself, but I do know my
fried chicken. (I cook a mean turkey once a year at Thanksgiving; really slow, all night, and
baste, baste, baste). But fried chicken is my one true love.Each year there is something called
the Food Network South Beach and New York City Wine & Food Festivals. A few years ago, the
very amazing Rachael Ray couldn’t make it to her event, the Burger Bash. The most generous
man, Lee Schrager, approached me to fill in. Now, who doesn’t like a great burger? So that was
an easy “yes” for me! But as I was walking from station to station sampling all the burgers from
everywhere, I turned to Lee and suggested a fried chicken event for the following year. I’m
proud to be part of Chicken Coupe, now going into its fourth year in New York and its third year
in Miami. (Thanks, Lee!) But who knew Lee was such a fried chicken fan, too? He says writing
a fried chicken cookbook wasn’t always on his bucket list … but now I’m not so sure.Fried &
True doesn’t just give you 50-plus fried chicken recipes—from the ones Lee picked up on his
road trip to some from the best restaurants, in some of the best cities in the world—but also the
stories that go along with them and make for some good reading. My favorite is “Fried Chicken
101”—yup, tips! Um-hm … “don’t crowd, and give each piece time.” That’s good advice.Thanks,
Lee—I’m hoping to meet some of these recipes at the next Chicken Coupe event.MY
EARLIEST CHILDHOOD FOOD MEMORIES revolve around fried chicken, my adult food
obsession. Growing up on Long Island in the town of Massapequa, I always looked forward to
my mother’s best homemade dish: fried chicken, which she prepared in her burnt-orange Le
Creuset Dutch oven to much approval from my father, my two brothers, and myself. On
Saturday evenings, when my parents would head out for date night, they’d order dinner to be



delivered from our favorite restaurant, Chicken Delight. I can still see the beat-up red
Volkswagen delivery vehicle, with a smiling plastic bird perched on the roof, pulling into our
driveway on Beverly Road. As it arrived, the bird would seem to chirp: “Don’t cook tonight, call
Chicken Delight!” Nowadays I can’t seem to remember where I ate dinner the week before, but
even more than forty years later, those two off-white cardboard plates, stapled together to form
a covered dish, are crystal clear in my mind’s eye. Inside was a full quarter of miraculously hot
fried chicken, the longest, tastiest fries known to mankind, and a Parker House roll that
absorbed the chicken’s delicious grease. I’m also incredibly nostalgic for the all-you-can-eat
fried chicken buffet at Howard Johnson’s. Held underneath the restaurant’s iconic orange
rooftop, the buffet included mountains of fried chicken, creamy coleslaw, and as many fries as
you could eat.It was a sad day indeed when my friends and I were politely asked not to return
to that HoJo’s on Sunrise Boulevard; we had surpassed the per-person limit at an all-you-can-
eat buffet. To this day, it’s nearly impossible for me to resist ordering a plate of fried chicken,
whether it be from a strip mall, white-tablecloth restaurant, Korean restaurant, or a take-out
joint I pass while driving on the highway. I’m proud to say that these days I usually skip the fries
and soda, but I almost never leave the biscuit untouched.Fried chicken has a long storied, and
much beloved history in this country. It is believed that Scottish immigrants originally brought
the dish to the United States in the 1700s. West African slaves added their own spices and
techniques, perfecting the dish in both their masters’ kitchens and their own; some even sold
poultry and made fried chicken in their spare time to sell for extra income. From that original
tradition the dish traveled across the country, and in the past decade or so it’s begun to rival
other American mainstays—burgers, pizza, barbecue—in popularity. And as we speak, fried
chicken is clearly having a moment—everywhere you look, restaurants are perfecting an
authentic Southern version, or lending their own touches and ethnic influences. When the idea
for a whole book on the subject came to me a couple of years back, this “it” food was still
gathering steam. When I added a fried chicken event, aptly named FRIED and now in its third
year as Chicken Coupe, to the Food Network New York City Wine & Food Festival, I had no
idea what I’d be starting. Our nation’s great chefs, secret frybird lovers at heart, have had a lot
to do with it, researching and experimenting and elevating the dish in ways you may not see—
but can certainly taste.Writing this book also brought low-key fried chicken lovers out of the
woodwork. When we photographed these dishes during a long, hot summer week in New York
City, a never-ending line of friends, family—and even building employees—formed to sample
our on-set batches, debating their favorites with us each day as skillets of oil bubbled in the
kitchen. Which was the best? Was it Atlanta chef Asha Gomez’s Indian-inspired fried chicken
and waffles? The classic chicken-and-biscuits combo from Scott Peacock? Or maybe it was
Yotam Ottolenghi’s seeded chicken schnitzel. And who could forget Art Smith’s fried chicken
with Swiss chard and pine nuts, Michelle Bernstein’s version with a side of watermelon Greek
salad, or the pale, yet flavor-packed, gluten-free version from Ina’s in Chicago? The debate
rages on.Before this book, I had only prepared fried chicken once. Even after graduating from
culinary school and working for great restaurants and for prestigious caterers along the way, it
was not an everyday dish for me. Back in the 1980s, while attending Florida International
University during the day, I worked the graveyard shift as a short-order cook at Broward
General Medical Center. One of my standard orders to fulfill was a four-piece of Tyson fried
chicken, a portion-controlled package I learned to drop into the deep-fry basket for exactly
twelve minutes. This was a shortcut recipe, designed to get customers fed and happy and out
the door. And now I’ve rediscovered that while fried chicken can be a glorious multiple-day
affair, it can also be as simple as cooking gets: cut up chicken, dip in buttermilk, dredge in



seasoned flour, and fry until golden brown. That’s why at the end of the day this classic has
staying power, not only in the South—where it’s still the centerpiece of countless Sunday
suppers—but all around the country, where people just can’t get enough of it.One of the best
parts of working on this book was a road trip we took to three fried chicken strongholds: New
Orleans, Atlanta, and Nashville. In addition to sampling amazing food in each city, the pocket
trivia and stories we picked up along the way were incredible. The most inspiring part of our
journey was the opportunity to make some amazing new friends and learn life lessons from
them. True wisdom comes from experience, and few have more than Leah Chase of Dooky
Chase’s in New Orleans’s Treme neighborhood (for her full story, see this page). “We changed
the course of America over a bowl of gumbo,” Mrs. Chase told me, but I believe her trays of
fried chicken had just as much to do with it.By no means did we ever hope to capture every
great fried chicken recipe for our book (and greatness in this category is highly subjective). We
don’t cover every state or every well-known place in the country—that would have been
impossible. And many storied places had recipes we knew we’d never be able to get—and
wouldn’t deign to try to re-create; some traditions are best left alone. What we hoped to do was
share some of our favorites, using the recipes to tell the story of a treasured dish and its many
varieties. You’ll see many twists, from Mediterranean and Asian to Cuban, Israeli, and West
African. All can be eaten in the United States. All have become part of our culinary canon. And
all of them are amazingly delicious.There are many things that I hoped to do in my lifetime, but
writing a book about fried chicken wasn’t on my original “bucket list.” Now that it’s done, I can
tell you that it was one of the most exciting, delicious, and humbling experiences of my career
to date. I hope you enjoy this book as much as the “cluck team” has enjoyed traveling, testing,
and tasting together to bring it to you.Lee Brian SchragerMaking fried chicken isn’t as hard as
it may seem; it just takes preparation and organization. Like any other kitchen endeavor worth
undertaking, it’s about having the right tools, picking the right ingredients, and knowing a few
tips and tricks that will have you frying like a pro in no time. But before you get started, first
consider these suggestions, so you have the basic principles of the freedom to fry in mind:BE
PREPARED: An organized kitchen and a game plan are a fryer’s best friends. Everything will
go more smoothly if you read each recipe from start to finish and prepare all of the elements—
brine, dredge, seasoning, oil—in advance, making sure everything’s ready before you
start.CLEAR THE FRIDGE: For recipes that require brining or marinating, clear the proper
amount of shelf space and adjust shelf height in your fridge for whatever vessel you are using.
This will eliminate panicked, last-minute rearranging.BRINING: Brining may seem like a labor-
intensive extra step, but it really does add a whole ’nother layer of goodness to the finished
product. Like most foods, chicken benefits from a healthy dose of sodium, which ups the flavor
considerably. Typically the number one ingredient in brines (other than water), salt performs
double duty, both tenderizing the meat by breaking down its cellular structure and helping
enhance the tastiness of the chicken itself. Brines can range from two hours to two days and
can also contain sugar, buttermilk, herbs, and spices. That being said, if you like the look of a
recipe but don’t have time for brining, don’t sweat it—your chicken will still be delish.NOTE:
Don’t have time to brine? Buy a kosher chicken. The primary ingredient in most brines is salt,
and kosher chickens are presalted. They’ll help you achieve the salty, moist juiciness that is the
hallmark of a brined bird.SEASONINGS: Incorporating a variety of herbs, spices, and
seasonings is one way to really make this process your own. Smoked paprika, turmeric,
cardamom, sesame seeds—the sky (or the fry) is the limit. While many recipes call for a
precise formula, we won’t tell if you pinch and guesstimate your way to the finish line. Onion
powder and garlic powder are ubiquitous for the mellow, earthy warmth they bring to the table.



Black and white peppers and chili powder lend a subtle, irreplaceable edge, while sweet
paprika provides a grounded sweetness. Dried herbs like oregano, thyme—even rosemary—
contribute hints of grassy garden freshness.CHILL FOR THE “SHRINK-WRAP” EFFECT: As
we tested the recipes for this book, we noticed that many cooks—most notably those from New
Orleans—specified using well-chilled chicken for frying, believing that it promotes a crispier
crust. While our results aren’t scientific, we did notice that using a cold bird helps coating
adhere to the chicken’s skin, resulting in skin that shrinks and practically becomes one with the
bird beneath.FLOUR POWER AND THE DOUBLE DIP: In recipes that call for dredging the
chicken, some use what may seem like an excessive amount of flour. Fret not: some chefs feel
that tossing the chicken lightly in a larger amount of flour dredge helps promote a lighter, flakier
finished product. Some people love a thick, crunchy crust above all else, and with recipes
consisting of passing chicken through both wet and dry mixtures, you can easily achieve it by
double-dipping in both wet and dry components.DEEP FRYING: While most chefs agree that a
cast-iron skillet is the frying pan of choice, many do turn to deep frying, which has several
advantages—primarily, that a large pot filled halfway with oil generally splatters less, creating
less mess, and that since the oil surrounds all parts of the chicken at once, deep-fried chicken
cooks faster than skillet-fried. No flipping required.COUNTERTOP DEEP FRYERS: If you’re
only frying a few pieces, or have the time to do several batches, a good-quality countertop
deep fryer can have some advantages. One, you’ll be able to regulate your oil temperature with
ease. Two, the closed environment helps contain odors and splatters. And three, hot oil has a
cosseted environment in which to safely cool down.SKILLET FRYING: For the true Southern
experience, nothing beats frying in a cast-iron skillet, which cooks chicken evenly and helps
develop a crispy, perfectly burnished crust. Many cooks have a collection of skillets, some
passed down from generation to generation, and some, like Charles Gabriel (see this page)
custom-order giant versions. To start your own collection, buy a new or vintage Lodge brand 12-
inch skillet.USE A THERMOMETER: Though you don’t need one, a deep-fry or candy
thermometer will make this process much easier. You’ll know exactly when your oil is ready for
frying and be able to easily adjust the heat as needed as the oil temperature rises and falls.
Both old-fashioned mercury and newfangled digital models do the trick.KEEP IT HOT:
Nothing’s sadder than a soggy batch of fried chicken, and the culprit is usually oil whose
temperature has sunk too low. To avoid this pitfall, make sure your oil is properly heated before
adding your chicken and between batches, and use your deep-fry thermometer to monitor the
highs and lows of frying.NOTE: When you first add the chicken to hot oil, the oil temperature
will drop. You may need to raise the heat to bring the oil back up to ideal frying temperature, so
keep an eye on that thermometer.DON’T CROWD: Though the temptation to fry more pieces at
once gets the best of us, crowding your deep-frying or skillet environment can lead to uneven
cooking and longer-than-necessary frying times.GIVE EACH PIECE TIME: Different pieces of
the bird take different amounts of time to cook. Note that when frying a mix of breasts, wings,
and thighs, the smaller pieces will cook faster than the breasts, so watch for the ideal color of
crust and check the internal temperature to be sure each piece is done.HEAVEN SCENT: If
there’s one thing that prevents people from frying chicken at home, it’s the lingering scent of
frying that seems to cling to every nook and cranny. Though a cross-ventilated kitchen or a
vented hood helps mitigate the situation, we’ve found that the best solution is a simmering pot
of warm spices. Fill a saucepan halfway with water and add your favorite whole spices:
cinnamon sticks, star anise, allspice berries, cloves. Powdered spices work, too, but the whole
ones keep on giving all day. Just make sure to watch the water level, continuing to fill the
saucepan when the water has evaporated.DISCARD SAFELY: Once you’re finished with your



oil and ready to discard it, cool it completely and pour it carefully into a shatter-proof container
with a tight-fitting lid. You can throw it away with the rest of your trash, or seek out a location in
your area that recycles cooking oil for biodiesel (Google in your area for the closest location;
some will even pick up for free).Part I: TOOLS FOR FRYING AT HOMEGreat news: assembling
your fried chicken toolkit will be a breeze, since the majority of items are probably in your
kitchen drawers right now. Knowing how to use them will make frying chicken not only a safe,
easy process—but a fun one. DEEP-FRY OR CANDY THERMOMETER: Since temperature is
key, a thermometer is essential to proper deep-frying. Look for one with an adjustable clip,
which will allow you to secure the thermometer to a variety of frying vessels. If you plan on
skillet-frying, a smaller model will do; for deep-frying in a large pot, seek out a taller model,
either digital or mercury. MEAT THERMOMETER: This inexpensive gadget will help you gauge
the internal temperature of fried chicken, ensuring perfect doneness every time. CHINESE
SPIDER: For easily lowering chicken into a deep-fryer and then removing it when cooked,
nothing gets the job done like this inexpensive implement with roots in the Chinese kitchen.
Whereas a slotted spoon might trap oil, a spider’s gridlike wire construction siphons every last
drop of extraneous fat away from the chicken. POULTRY SHEARS: To easily break down whole
chickens, invest in a good pair of poultry shears, which makes butchering your bird a breeze.
Look for a set with easy-grip handles and easily disassembled parts—you’ll want to take them
apart for easy cleaning. TONGS: Use tongs to rotate the chicken in a cast-iron skillet as you fry.
Though they come in many different lengths, 8- or 10-inch models are long enough to prevent
splatter burns, yet short enough to give you maximum maneuverability. LADLE AND
SAUCEPAN: To prevent hot-oil messes while deep-frying, keep a small ladle and empty
saucepan near the stove. If, while lowering your chicken into the pot or deep-fryer, you find that
bubbling oil is precipitously close to overflowing, simply transfer a few ladlefuls of oil to the
empty saucepan (this oil can be used for other batches of chicken). CAST-IRON SKILLET: The
heart and soul of pan-fried chicken, your cast-iron skillet will become a source of passion and
pride. They are shockingly inexpensive, and their solid-state construction helps promote even
cooking and eliminate “hot spots” on your range. Though you’ll want to invest in a range of
sizes, a 10- or 12-inch Lodge brand skillet is perfect for frying up a whole bird. Some recipes
call for a skillet with a tight-fitting lid; if you don’t have a matching one, do your best by mixing
and matching from your home collection.NOTE: To easily clean a skillet, do not—and we
repeat, DO NOT—run it through the dishwasher or even wash thoroughly with hot water and
soap. Instead, wipe out any extra oil and loose bits with a soft kitchen towel, then add several
tablespoons of kosher salt to the pan and move the salt around with the towel; the salt will help
lift any bits stuck to the bottom of the skillet. Then, using a cloth or a paper towel, wipe the
inside of the skillet with a thin slick of neutral-flavored oil. WIRE RACK AND RIMMED BAKING
SHEET: An airy rack with plenty of space between rows or grids will allow extra oil to drain
away from freshly fried chicken; a rimmed baking sheet set underneath prevents drips from
getting messy. Look for both in the baking section of the kitchen-supply store or larger
supermarkets. PAPER TOWELS: If you don’t have a wire rack for draining just-fried chicken,
paper towels get the job done just fine—line a plate with a few sheets, put your finished
chicken pieces on top, and sprinkle with salt as directed. Use paper towels to clean up oil
splatters around the stove—and to wrap a drumstick tip before snacking. SHARP KNIFE: Use
for trimming extra fat from chicken pieces, or for breaking down larger breast pieces in two.
(When separating a chicken into pieces, always cut between joints if possible, rather than
through them—it will be easier on you and on your knife.) LARGE, DEEP POT OR DUTCH
OVEN: Many chefs and cooks enjoy deep-frying, which yields evenly browned chicken with



less hands-on maintenance. For such recipes, we prefer a plain old stockpot or Dutch oven.
Use a heavy-bottomed 6- or 8-quart pot.Part II: OILS AND FATSThe recipes in this book call
for an incredible variety of oils and fats, each with their own attributes and taste distinctions.
Though there’s often a reason for the specific choices, feel free to mix and match based on
your preference—and based on what you have in your pantry.Oil’s temperature drops
precipitously with every piece of chicken you add to your skillet or pot, often taking several
minutes to return to its desired temperature range. One trick we’ve learned: when deep-frying,
heat your oil 20 to 25 degrees above the desired frying temperature. That way, the recovery
time back to the optimal temperature will be minimal. But keep in mind that the so-called
smoke point of oil is the point at which it begins to burn and develop acrid flavor; when frying,
watch your thermometer to make sure to control your oil before it reaches the point of no
return; once it’s smokin’, it’s toast.NOTE: Oil is expensive, so good news: if you maintain the
proper frying temperature, yes, you can reuse frying oil. After frying a first batch of chicken,
cool the oil completely, then strain it through a coffee filter into a container with an airtight lid.
Cover tightly and store in a cool place. This process can be repeated through one or two more
uses, at which point the oil should be discarded. Frying oil should only work to crisp the bird
efficiently or, in the case of the addition of lard or bacon, lend subtle flavor that enhances the
chicken itself. If you’re tasting the oil rather than the chicken, it’s time to introduce a fresh
batch.1 BACON GREASE: The next time you fry up a batch of bacon for breakfast, hold on to
that fat! Adding a few splashes of rendered bacon fat to a larger amount of frying oil makes for
pleasingly smoky poultry. The smoke point isn’t as important here, as it’s going to constitute
only a small portion of the total amount of oil.2 CANOLA OIL: Smoke point: 400°F. Neutral in
flavor, with a stable frying temperature, canola is a reliable choice for deep fryers and large
pots of oil (relatively speaking, it’s also the most cost-effective). Reuse two to three times,
cooling and straining between uses, before discarding. Other similar oils to consider: safflower,
sunflower, vegetable.3 UNSALTED BUTTER: Smoke point: 350°F. Be inspired by the classic
Southern recipe revived and made famous by Edna Lewis, and consider adding a little butter
into the frying-oil mix. The creamy, rich touch of dairy only enhances the indulgence factor of
any fried chicken preparation. If you have the time, quickly clarify the butter by simmering it,
then discarding the foam that gathers on the top as well as the whey that sinks to the bottom.
This significantly raises the butter’s smoke point, enabling you to fry freely.4 VEGETABLE
SHORTENING: Smoke point: 370°F. Shelf-stable vegetable shortening, often made from
cottonseed oil, melts down quickly from its solid form and can be a handy backup to keep in
your pantry. As is the case when used in pie crusts, vegetable shortening encourages flakiness
and adds levity to the proceedings. Since it’s partially hydrogenated—a chemical process that
transforms oil from liquid to solid form—and technically contains traces of trans fat, it’s a
somewhat controversial choice. But we’re not here to judge—just to give you all the options.5
CORN OIL: Smoke point: 375°F. A popular Southern choice, corn oil is an underappreciated
frying fat that imparts well-rounded, slightly buttery notes to the finished product. Make sure to
seek out a refined oil (as most corn oils are) whose smoke point makes it suitable for frying.6
LARD: Smoke point: 370°F. The new wave of Southern chefs loves blending lard into fried
chicken recipes. Its porky goodness ties the recipe back to its down-home roots and makes for
an extra-light, flaky crust. Though you can find shelf-stable lard in most supermarkets, it may
have been bleached or rehydrogenated, and its flavor funkiness is an acquired taste. For
mellower, top-quality—yet still sufficiently piggy—lard, seek out leaf lard. Rendered from the
area surrounding a pig’s kidney, pure rendered leaf lard is snowy white, creamy, and a truly
original choice. Unrendered leaf lard can be purchased from , but you have to render it



yourself; for utter convenience and top quality, you can order rendered leaf lard in varying sized
tubs from in Minnesota. Costly, but worth every penny.PEANUT OIL: Smoke point: 440°F. A
favorite of Southern cooks, peanut oil imparts a subtle nuttiness as well as a dark, burnished
shade to a properly fried crust. Remember to ask any potential eaters if they’ve got a peanut
allergy!Part III: HOW TO CUT UP A CHICKENIf there’s one thing almost universally agreed
upon, it’s that butchering a bird at home is far superior to buying one that’s been precut. Not
only can you assess the quality of the entire chicken for yourself and determine when it was
butchered, but you won’t get stuck paying by weight for all that extra skin hidden underneath
the plastic wrapping. Tom Stone, of famed chicken purveyor Bell & Evans, notes that by
butchering the bird yourself, you’ll also avoid losing valuable juice that begins to escape the
chicken the second it’s cut. Once you get the hang of it, using the natural series of “fat lines”
that divide the chicken as your guide, you can cut up an entire chicken in a matter of minutes.1
REMOVE THE LEG QUARTERS: Place the chicken on a clean cutting board. Using a sharp
knife, gently cut a small slit through the skin connecting the breast to the thigh; apply pressure
underneath to expose the thigh bone. Cut through the joint to remove the leg; repeat with the
other side of the chicken.2 DIVIDE THE LEG QUARTERS: Place a leg quarter skin side down.
Expose the thin line of fat that covers the joint separating the drumstick from the thigh. Cut
straight through this line to separate the drumstick from the thigh. Repeat with the other leg
quarter.3 REMOVE THE WINGS FROM THE BREASTS: With the whole breast portion resting
on the cutting board, lift it up by one of the wings, pulling the wings away and upward and
using your thumb to expose the joint separating the wing from the breast. Cut around the joint
to separate the wing from the breast; repeat on the other side.4 REMOVE THE BACK: Identify
the fat lines that separate the ribs from the breasts. Using poultry or kitchen shears, cut
through the ribs to remove the backbone (you can either reserve it for making stock, or batter
and fry it as a “bonus piece”).5 REMOVE THE KEEL BONE: With the breast side on the cutting
board, make a slit through the blade-shaped cartilage tip at the top of the breast. Bend the
breast back to loosen the keel bone. Use your fingers to feel underneath the cartilage and pop
out and discard the keel bone. Using the heels of your hands, gently press down to flatten the
breasts.6 SEPARATE THE BREASTS: Using your knife, divide the breast into two equal-sized
portions. For recipes calling for ten pieces of chicken, divide each breast half into two pieces.If
you select a whole chicken from the supermarket aisle, take it to the meat counter: most
butchers will cut up the chicken for you free of charge. Then you’re free to take it home and fry,
fry away.Part IV: CHOOSING YOUR CHICKENLike any artisan food, fried chicken is only as
good as the sum of its parts. In this case, the most important part is the chicken itself. Don’t get
us wrong—one of the best things about fried chicken is that it’s easy and relatively inexpensive.
Chicken, salt, spices, flour, buttermilk—and you’re in business. If there’s one place you’re going
to splurge, it should be on the bird itself. Seek out quality birds at your local farmers’ market,
specialty store, or supermarket. Look for smaller chickens, ones weighing somewhere between
2½ and 3½ pounds. (Unless otherwise specified, we’ve chosen a 3- to 3½-pound bird for each
recipe.) This weight indicates a younger chicken, which translates into tender flesh, unfettered
flavor, and pieces that cook up just a little bit faster. Look for chickens labeled “fryer” or “broiler,”
usually under 2 months old and within the optimal weight range, says Tom Stone of Bell &
Evans. “Roasters” are older chickens and can weigh anywhere between 3½ and 5 pounds;
though smaller is better, they work fine, too.When purchasing your poultry, seek out air-chilled
chicken. By law chickens must be kept cold once butchered, a benchmark most major
companies achieve by submerging the chicken in chlorinated water. This process tends to
dissolve some of the chicken’s flavorful fat and artificially plumps the chicken, passing along



the water weight to the consumer. That liquid also escapes faster than natural moisture during
cooking, so look for chicken that has been air-chilled. Also look for chickens that have been fed
a vegetable-based, hormone- and antibiotic-free diet, which results in chicken with cleaner
flavor.Arnold’s Country Kitchen’s Fried Chicken, Chicken Livers, Braised Turnip Greens, and
Fried Green Tomatoes.IF ONE AMERICAN REGION can claim fried chicken as its own, it’s the
South. More than in any other part of the country, Southern chefs and cooks told us tales of
Sunday suppers, pre- and post-church repasts, family reunions, and other festive meals where
fried chicken played a pivotal role in the proceedings. It makes sense, when you think about it:
particularly where hot weather prevails, fried chicken can be made early in the morning, then
covered with a tea towel and served at room temperature with all the fixings. It is cost-effective
and can feed a crowd. Most important, everyone loves it—and we’re quite sure you will, too.
Though there are as many permutations on fried chicken in the South as elsewhere, a few
themes prevail. Several recipes use lard as part of the frying oil; many are dipped in buttermilk,
then dredged in seasoned flour; and the use of a cast-iron skillet often defines a recipe as
hailing from below the Mason-Dixon line.1 ARNOLD’S COUNTRY KITCHENFried Chicken,
Chicken Livers, Braised Turnip Greens, and Fried Green Tomatoes2 HATTIE B’SHot Chicken3
TYLER FLORENCEFried Chicken and Velvety Mashed Potatoes4 CHARLES
GABRIELCountry Pan-Fried Chicken and Candied Yams5 THE LOVELESS CAFÉFried
Chicken and Hash Brown Casserole6 LINTON HOPKINS“Naked” Fried Chicken and Old-
Fashioned Coleslaw7 JACQUES LEONARDIJacques-Imo’s Fried Chicken and Smothered
Cabbage8 DONALD LINKSunday Night Fried Chicken and Lake Charles Dirty Rice9 KERMIT
RUFFINS AND RAY “BOOM BOOM”Hard-Fried Chicken10 ELIZABETH KARMELHill Country
Buttermilk Fried Chicken, Cheese Grits, and Candied Country Ham11 THOMAS
KELLERButtermilk Fried Chicken12 VENESSA WILLIAMSCajun Moon Funky Fried Chicken
and New Orleans–Style Vegetarian Red Beans and Rice13 MARY MAC’S TEA ROOMFried
Chicken and Tomato Pie14 SCOTT PEACOCKEdna’s Fried Chicken and Classic Buttermilk
Biscuits15 SEVEN SOWSFried Chicken with Egg and Giblet Gravy, and Macaroni and
Cheese16 ART SMITHFried Chicken and Swiss Chard Salad with Pine Nuts and Lemon17
JACQUES PÉPINFried Chicken Southern-Style with Corn Bread Sticks18 ANDREW
CARMELLINIThe Dutch’s Fried Chicken19 PAULA DEENBest Ever Southern Fried Chicken20
MARTHA LOU GADSDENMartha Lou’s Fried ChickenWE’D HEARD SO MUCH ABOUT
NASHVILLE’S HOT CHICKEN, we half expected our eyes to shed cayenne tears the minute
we hit the tarmac on a steamy June morning. But it was early, so before we headed over for
our first sampling of the city’s hyperregional fried chicken specialty, we paid a visit to Arnold’s
Country Kitchen to experience so-called “meat-and-three,” traditionally a joint serving a protein
with three side dishes.Part of Arnold’s charm is its democratic system of ordering; whether
you’re a county judge or a biker with a ZZ Top–style beard, you don’t get your food until you put
in your time on the cafeteria-style line. The walls display pictures of just a fraction of the famous
fans who’ve come through—Merle Haggard, Pam Tillis, Hayden Panettiere, and Kelly Clarkson,
to name a few—not to mention a shout-out from the patron saint of Southern cooking
preservation himself, John T. Edge, and his Southern Foodways Alliance. The fried chicken and
sides were incredible (see the recipes on this page), but as in any great establishment, the
food is only as good as the people who make it—and the Arnold family charmed the pants off
us. Jack stays home most of the time these days, but his wife, Rosario, stands behind the
counter radiating genuine Southern charm combined with a touch of Latin fire, courtesy of her
native Colombia. Their three sons—Mon, 37; Khalil, 36; and Franz, 24—run the business with
her, and it’s gratifying to witness the expression of an unspoken contract that all but guarantees



the boys will be ushering Arnold’s into the next generation. We said our good-byes, feeling like
we’d become part of the Arnold family, but knew it was time to head on to Prince’s Hot
Chicken.CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: The line outside Arnold’s Country Kitchen; Khalil Arnold,
hard at work; outside Prince’s Hot Chicken Shack; finished plates at Arnold’sAndre Prince
Jeffries (at right) and her daughter Semone JeffriesSelling chess pie by the slice at the register
at Prince’sLocated in a strip mall, Prince’s is a modest establishment whose historical
significance far eclipses its surroundings. As we sat at one of the worn wooden tables and
waited for owner Andre Prince Jeffries, women sold individually wrapped slices of chess pie to
a steady stream of customers near the register. Everyone waved to Andre when she finally
walked in, lugging a well-worn shopping bag silk-screened with a rooster. A mere few weeks
after the James Beard Foundation had bestowed Prince’s with an “American Classics” award in
New York, Andre seemed still to be glowing. We were all melting from the heat, but Andre, nary
a bead of sweat on her brow, began to tell us the story of her great-uncle, Thornton Prince,
who founded Prince’s. “He was good-looking,” said Andre of Thornton. “And a womanizer,
which, if I admit it, runs in the Prince family.” Legend has it that Thornton’s girlfriend, indignant
at his indiscretions, harvested the hottest peppers she could find from her garden and
squeezed their invisibly incendiary juice on a plate of his fried chicken. Thornton survived, got
hooked on the idea of a hot chicken shack, and opened the original Prince’s downtown.
Eventually Prince’s moved to its current location, and the business passed through the hands
of several relatives, but Andre stuck with it. “My goal was to keep it in the family and the
heritage,” said Andre. “I had no idea I’d be in here myself thirty-four years later.”Though she has
managed to keep the chicken’s formula—which comes mild, medium, hot, or extra hot—a well-
guarded secret, pretty much everyone agrees that the two principal ingredients are lard and
cayenne, combined in mysterious proportions and brushed on the chicken just out of the fryer,
lacquering it a shocking shade of red (see the recipe on this page from our friends at Hattie
B’s, who jerry-rigged a home version for us). Sinus-clearing, Scoville-busting, twelve-alarm—
there are no descriptors to properly describe the experience of biting into a piece of Prince’s.
Based on decades of informal research, Andre had decided that women can tolerate extra hot
better than men, chalking it up to the experience of labor pains. “One of my male customers
says he eats his in a bathtub filled with ice-cold water,” she told us. So protective is Andre of
her extra hot spice blend that she shuttles it to and from the restaurant in that aforementioned,
fowl-emblazoned shopping bag, protecting her precious currency. “I don’t want anyone
overusing it,” she said. “And besides, it can be dangerous.”
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Jennifer Guerrero, “Fantastic!!! Huge range of fried chicken from iconic places and wonderful
chefs!. I picked this up after a family vacation in Tennessee. We stopped in Nashville on the
way to Gatlinburg, and again on the way home to try a little Nashville hot chicken. We were
wowed! We’d tried Prince’s and Hattie B’s. I searched online and found that this book had
Hattie B’s hot chicken in it, so I ordered a copy. I’m so glad I did! That chicken was flippin’
fantastic at home, too!The book has a really neat range, some iconic chicken places across the
country and then fried chicken from chefs like Jacques Pépin, Yotam Ottolenghi, Marcus
Samuelsson, and Tyler Florence. Fantastic. If you love fried chicken, you will love this book!”

Jbug, “Great recipes, information, VERY HAPPY!. The recipes within this book are excellent!
Everything in it is delicious and the information about the chefs who created them and the
restaurants at which they are served was interesting and have inspired us to seek them out
when traveling. My husband and I have downsized and I buy few cookbooks in actual print
form. I first purchased this as an ebook but quickly saw that I would like to have a print copy of
it. Add a shout out to Minnesota goodwill also as I bought it from them as a used book in what
they described as "Very Good" condition. I would call it "Like New" condition. Very pleased with
this purchase.”

Lito Keaton, “This Bird is 'The Word'!!. It's crispy, juicy, succulent, tender and oh so good!!! I'm
talking about fried chicken! Who doesn't love this classic quentissential american dish? Rolled
in flour or bread crumb coating and spices and deep-fried to a golden brown! Eaten hot or cold
alongside satisfying sides like mashed potatoes, stuffing, macaroni & cheese, corn, coleslaw or
potato salad, or with biscuits and gravy? Portable provisions, this has become america's
favorite finger food! For years, fried chicken has become a regional specialty- a favorite of the
Southern United States. But it took a civil war, an industrial revolution, and one very
cantankerous bearded gentleman (Colonel Harlan Sanders) to get fried chicken to strut north
of the Mason-Dixon Line out of the southern kitchens, and beyond American shores! Bravo to
authors Lee Brian Schrager and Adeena Sussman for writing this great cookbook! (I love
reading the foreword by Whoopi Goldberg too!)I Only wished that they included fried chicken
recipes from restaurants such as KFC and Church's. Being Filipino-American, I also enjoyed
Max's of Manilla for their fried chicken too!”

ben, “Favorite cookbook. Learned how to cook with this book. If you can make fried chicken
you can make anything. Did many of the recipes in the book. Problem is there weren't too many
standout recipes. I feel like many of the Chefs altered their recipes. Either this- or I just wasn't
so impressed with some of the spices. Fused a half dozen together to come up with one I liked
best. I feel it's best to bake the chicken or boil in its marinade first and then fry only for a short



period of time so the spices don't burn. Not sure why so few of these  employ this method.”

riverdog, “read it cover to cover right away. i just got it and i read every recipe and was really
pleased with the variety and number of absolutely uniqie (and many great) ideas in there!
worth getting.; these arent online..”

charby, “recipes and of the absolute love to produce fine fried chicken by those whose craft ....
This is a masterpiece of a presentation of the American Icon: Fried Chicken. Other fried
chicken books have served well to focus on exceptional "back to the roots" recipes and cooking
methods, but these folks have eclipsed them all with the personal stories, dedication, recipes
and of the absolute love to produce fine fried chicken by those whose craft presently define the
historical and present definition of what fried chicken is. It is their life and accomplishment and
their contribution to the greatest meal ever made: Fried Chicken.”

Brittany W, “Amazing - So Pleased. Love this book! The chef recipes are wonderful. I’ve
combined several into my own customized technique. Chick to die for!! Can’t wait to keep
cooking my way through this book.”

Rodney Boyd, “Buy this book!. This is the BEST BOOK EVER for frying really good chicken. I'd
searched for decades for THE recipe to make southern fried chicken as I remember my Mom
made it. This book has it and many other options that are bound to have one for your taste. The
one I found best and used a technique I hadn't previously tried was from a restaurant in
Harlem. If I recall correctly the chef was originally from Alabama. At any rate, it you're looking
for a good fried chicken recipe, it's sure to be found in this book.”

Hero, “I love fried chicken and this book is fascinating. I love fried chicken and this book is
fascinating. Really nice photos of all the restaurants which gives you a feeling of visiting those
places. I made pan fried chicken and it was so simple with simple ingredients. It was one of the
best fried chicken I have ever made.I also tried the popeyes chicken but the recipe was really
complex and loads of ingredients that are not available in the UK...in the end it didn't taste as
good as the pan fried chicken recipe which was a lot easier to make.Highly recommended”

Johnny Green, “great book. lots of good easy recipes lots of sothern recipes”

MR GNF KNIGHT, “Great chicken nook. Very comprehensive guide to enjoying chicken.”

K A Byrne, “Truly Fried. Although it's not wise to eat fried foods too often, when I do, I like it to
be worth the calories and this book hits all the buttons. Even purchased a Lodge, cast iron
skillet to do the job properly.”

The book by Lee Brian Schrager has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 190 people have provided
feedback.
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